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Jonathan Swift had an idea to solve hunger and poverty by selling and
eating babies. Although this is a good idea, humans have now ventured far
beyond the need of food and money. We are obese and wealthy enough to afford
iphones. However, humans have lost their conscience, morality and other
qualities. When we are physically well, we are mentally and emotionally breaking
down. No amount of wealth could satisfy the hole in our mind that is greed.
Humanity has severely downgraded, making us no different from wild creatures.
Every generation is worse than the last, making it harder for humanity to progress
and prosper.
Our world is controlled by lying, backstabbing hypocrites, with many mindless
followers and supporters. They care not about their country or citizens, making
them unfit to rule us. They have no conscience about the people they are
murdering or how much of the Earth they are polluting. They do not understand
the severity of our Our world is “living proof” of the chaos they created. Even
now, we are living on stolen land, land that has come from the many massacres of
men (and women). We literally have the blood of millions on our hands.
Every day more and more of the environment is being destroyed. Not only have
we murdered many people, we also destroyed many ecosystems that were home
to millions of living creatures like us. Peace and harmony are merely false hopes

that are never true. Even though we strive to be good, moralistic human beings,
we seem to be everything other than that. It is pointless for humanity to go on if
this is how the world will be operated in the future. We already foresee an ugly
future, yet we do not change our habits.

One effective way to stop this from progressing is to get an extremely lethal
biochemical weapon and use it upon ourselves, ensuring all living things are
completely wiped out. Planes could spray the virus into the atmosphere and let
humans inhale poisons such as carbon monoxide, cyanide, and Botulinum toxin.
After a few hours, we will all be in harmony with nature. It would be quick and
painless, not to mention effective as the world could be dead in a few hours time.
An alternative way to commit genocide is to genetically modify everything
humans consume, and eventually to eat ourselves to death. However, this might
take a while before humans feel the full effects of the GMOs, and this could also
be painful. If this seems cruel, please consider that humans are already killing
themselves by ingesting ‘manure,’ as in drugs, cigarettes, junk food and alcohol.
After humans are gone, nature will do its part, creating natural disasters to wipe
out the work we’ve done during the past 10,000 years. Nothing we created
deserves to stay; Nature should be relentless and unsparing. Structures will
collapse, making way for things that might grow after we pass on. The Earth
would finally have a well-deserved rest.
After humans are gone, the circle of life can begin. The green house and toxic
gases will eventually disperse and lose their potency. After a few thousand years,

cells may develop and begin to reproduce and start a new species. Who knows,
the next intelligent species might not be the bipedal, upright sort of animal we are
now. We might be upgraded and have more enhancements to our body. Or we
may be a completely different kind of animal.
As it is evident of the unseen progress humanity has made towards changing us
and the environment, it is hopeless to carry on. If we continue, we will only
damage more, consume more, and cause biocide. If we execute ourselves, we
may be giving our life to creatures that might be more sustainable and grateful of
the Earth. “God” might even forgive our crimes and let us go to “heaven”

